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Abstract

This article discusses the representation of downstep in the tonal orthographies of some three-tone languages of West Benue-Congo, in the light of the phonological properties of tone in the languages. Ebira has total downstep, which makes both downstepped high and downstepped mid to be perceived at a level close to outright low tone, and written so; downstepped high in Igala is realised around the level of the mid tone and is often written as mid in the orthography. In Gwari, the docking of floating high tonal morpheme and contour simplification interact with downstep in such a way that downstepped high tones are frequently written as mid. It is shown that these situations arise because surface tone perception is taken as the sole parameter for tone categorisation, ignoring the underlying tones of lexical items in the languages as well as the number of tones and possible terracing-triggered intersections between the tones. It is argued that the orthographies of the languages will be far more accurate if these obvious facts of downstep are incorporated.

1 Introduction

It is not uncommon to find languages whose orthographies are inaccurate or at variance with the language facts (cf. Elugbe 1991: 49). In Nupe, Okpe and Urhobo, three well-documented examples within West Benue-Congo (WBC), the inaccuracies are linked to diachronic changes in the vowel systems (cf. Hyman 1970; Elugbe 1991). Also, [l] and [n] are in complementary distribution in Urhobo and Yoruba (cf. Bamgbose 1990: 13; Elugbe 1991; Akinlabi 2004: 458), but in both languages, the two sounds are given independent orthographic symbols, a reality amounting to “over-differentiation”. In the case of tone, the first problem is usually that of non-representation. This is partly because of the so-called trouble of adding diacritic marks to symbols of sounds and partly because of the erroneous believe that tones are secondary and their contributions to larger linguistic units can be inferred from the segmental constituents of such units (Bamgbose 1965: 15; Lojenga 2011: 1; Williamson 1980, 1984: 41). Another problem with tone, which is the focus of this article, relates to tones that are non-automatically lowered in environments containing no phonetic low tones. This is referred to as downstep in the literature and the facts of such lowering are usually not included in orthographical designs. In many instances, such orthographical discrepancies owe to perception.
Hume and Johnson (2001) note that perception is capable of influencing phonology in at least three ways: “failure to perceptually compensate for articulatory effects, avoidance of weakly perceptible contrasts, and avoidance of noticeable alternations.” In the first case, listeners may misinterpret certain articulatory gestures, thereby perceiving such as different sounds. In the second, listeners may simply miss or ignore contrasts that are not clearly distinct, while in the third instance listeners may discard contrasts if that enhances communication. It is the second reason that relates most to our discussion of tone categorisation in this article, that is, listeners and especially orthography designers missed certain tonal contrasts because such are not distinct enough when a tone is lowered to a level close to a separate lower tone. It should be noted that L is marked with a superscript grave accent (̀) on the vowel or syllabic consonant, M with a superscript macron (ˉ), and H with a superscript acute accent (´) on the vowel or syllabic consonant.¹

It needs to be reiterated that this article examines the tonological system of Ebira, Gwari and Igala and the connection it has with the tonal aspect of the orthographies of the languages. Essentially, orthographies are to derive from the phonologies of languages; hence an orthography is only as accurate as the phonological analysis on which it is based. In case of variance in this respect, such is expected to be in accordance with logical principles such as convenience, harmonisation, etc. It can thus be contended that the tonal misrepresentations discussed in this article could be said to be matters of orthographical convenience. By this it is assumed that the facts are apparent, but the most convenient approach to orthography design was adopted. However, if the tonal misrepresentations in question are merely matters of convenience, then all the analytical facts should still be spelt out such that anybody interested in the details can access them. In the cases discussed in this article, only a small fragment of these facts is available. Incidentally, the available facts do not even translate to the orthography.

This article proceeds by first introducing the reader to the three languages under study (Ebira, Gwari, and Igala), especially their sound systems in section 2. In section three, I present data on misrepresentation of downstep (DS). Here, attempts are made at explaining why the cases of misrepresentation arose. I go on in section four to discuss the implications of the identified DS misrepresentations, before considering and discarding an alternative approach to the analysis of our data. I consider the orthographical implication of DS misrepresentation in section five and the article is concluded in section six.

2 Background to the Study

The aspects of the sound and tone systems of the three languages under study that are relevant to this study are reviewed in this section. These include the consonant and vowel phonemes and the orthographic representation of each of them in the languages. The levels of tonemes and their variants as well as the nature of the DS in each language are also outlined.

¹ The usual thing is to leave M unmarked in the orthographies of the three languages under study, for the sake of convenience.
2.1 Ebira

Ebira is a West Benue-Congo language spoken by about 1,000,000 people in North-Central Nigeria. Ebira has nineteen consonant phonemes and nine vowels. The vowels form two sets in accordance with the operation of ATR vowel harmony in the language; /a/ agreeing with both sets (cf. Ladefoged 1964: 27; Adive 1989) (Tables 1–3). The consonant phonemes along with their orthographic representations are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Phonemic symbol</th>
<th>Orthographic symbol</th>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Phonemic symbol</th>
<th>Orthographic symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ɲ</td>
<td>ng</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>tʃ</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>ɗʒ</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Ebira consonant phonemes and their orthographic symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Phonemic symbol</th>
<th>Orthographic symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>u</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2a: Ebira +ATR vowels and their orthographic symbols
Ebira operates three contrastive tone levels, High (H), Mid (M), and Low (L) (1a–c), as well as the phonetic rising and falling contour tones (2a–b). The language also has the downdrift phenomenon by which L depresses the height of other tones following it (cf. Adeniyi, 2009). In (3c and f), we see instances where non-initial L depresses the M and H, whereas it is initial L that depresses M and H in (3d–e). But initial L does not depress another L; as a result it is only in (3a–b) that we have cases of downdrift L triggered by non-initial Ls which are second in the sequences. This reality of the downdrifting of the L in Ebira was acoustically proven in Adeniyi (2015).

(1)  
   a. hù ‘to drink’  
   b. hǔ ‘to uproot’  
   c. hù ‘to roast in open fire’

(2)  
   a. rǒ ‘to make a hole through a wall or a door’  
   b. yì ‘to refuse’

(3)  
   a. ɪgègè ‘nail’  
   b. irůvó ‘buttocks’  
   c. ɪ̀rè̀sù ‘head’  
   d. ọ̀zõkõ ‘old person’  
   e. śone ‘female’  
   f. àdàvó ‘mud’

Ebira has the downstep phenomenon by which M and H are lowered by floating L (4a–c) (cf. Elugbe, 1983; Adive, 1989; Adeniyi, 2009, 2015). Further, the DS in Ebira is total in nature. DS is said to be total when a higher tone is lowered so much that it may be perceived as if it is another level below it. This means that both downstepped H (DSH) and downstepped M (DSM) are realised at around the same level below the M, a situation resulting in perceptual overlapping between H and M (cf. Elugbe 1983). As such, the final tones in the output of both (4a) and (4b) are perceived alike. Figures 1 and 2 are of (4a–b) two identical sequences, with one having DSH, the other DSM; they show that there is only a difference of 4Hz between DSH and DSM, a difference that is insignificant because it is not large enough to be perceptible to the human ear. It is worth emphasising at this point that unlike many other languages, DSH in Ebira is not realised at a level above the M, rather it is consistently realised below it.
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(4) a. rị ụrịa → rụ́rӑ
  eat pig ‘eat pig (pork)’
b. rị iră → rị́ră
  eat fire ‘burn’
c. ọzị izè → ọzị́zé
  child personal name ‘Ize’s child’

![Figure 1: Pitch track of rụ́rӑ ‘eat pig (pork)’ showing the level of DSH](image)

![Figure 2: Pitch track of rị́ră ‘burn’ showing the level of DSM](image)

2.2 Gwari

Like Ebira, Gwari is a West Benue-Congo language spoken by about 700’000 speakers in North-Central Nigeria (cf. Gordon 2005). Gwari has 26 consonant phonemes, some of which are complex; and five vowels (Tables 3–4) (Hyman & Magaji 1970). However, the Abuja variety of Gwari studied in this article has two additional phonemic vowel sounds: /ɔ/ and /ɛ/².

---

²Hyman (1993) observed correctly that some dialects of Gwari have seven vowels.
### Table 3: Ebira consonant phonemes and their orthographic symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Phonemic symbol</th>
<th>Orthographic symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>nj</td>
<td>ny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>nw</td>
<td>nw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>kp</td>
<td>kp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>gb</td>
<td>gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>ɓ</td>
<td>ɓ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>z</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>sh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>ʃ</td>
<td>zh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>tf</td>
<td>ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>dʒ</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>wj</td>
<td>wy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4: Ebira vowel phonemes and their orthographic symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Phonemic symbol</th>
<th>Orthographic symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>ɨ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ɛ</td>
<td>ɛ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>ɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>ɔ</td>
<td>ɔ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 4: Gwari vowel phonemes and their orthographic symbols

Gwari operates three tones, H, M, and L (5a–c). As seen in (6a–d), two contour tones also exist in the language: the rising tone and the falling tone. A high tone is realised as a rising tone after L (6a–b), while a falling tone is realised when L follows M (6c) or H (6d–e), where it falls from the level of the preceding M or H.

(5) a. mwá ‘to beg’
   b. gwó ‘to grind’
   c. gwó ‘to receive’

(6) a. âchí → âchí ‘needle’
   b. gýiwyé → gýiwyé ‘money’
   c. ōzà → ōzà ‘person’ (mid-falling)
   d. sháknû → sháknû ‘pot’ (high-falling)
   e. nnútnû → nnútnû ‘work’ (high-falling)

Gwari also has downdrift by which a mid tone is lowered by a preceding low tone (cf. Hyman & Magaji 1970). A high tone is also subject to downdrift, but the L that triggers the lowering also spreads to the H, which blurs the lowering effect (cf. Adeniyi 2015). When the low tone triggering the downdrifting of the following non-low gets deleted in the flow of speech, as shown in example (7a–d), a DS results (cf. Adeniyi 2015). In (7a, c–d), we have a case of vowel elision triggering the deletion of L; the non-L tone following the deleted L is then downstepped. But in (7c) the initial H in sháknû first spreads to the following L resulting in H-HL. The HL contour is then simplified during which L is lost and the spreading H takes its place completely. It is the loss of the L that triggers the downstepping of the following M, which is apparent both perceptually and acoustically.

(7) a. gyí òbmyá → gyí*ômyá
   eat fish ‘eat fish’
   b. òwó lá sháknû zhû → wólá sháknû *zhû
   he has pot make ‘he has made a pot’
   c. mè yá âchí lô nápí → mè yá*chî lô nápí
   I want needle it village ‘I want the needle in the village’
   d. gjë òpyá gmânyí lwè gmâ → gjë*pyá gmânyí lwè gmâ
   look moon darkness at ‘look at the moon in the dark’
2.3 Igala

Igala is also a West Benue-Congo language spoken by about 2'000'000 natives in Central Nigeria. Although the Igala-speaking area is adjacent to Ebira, similarities between them are minimal. Rather, Igala is said to be more closely related to Yoruba spoken in South-Western Nigeria (cf. Akinkugbe 1978; Ilori/Oyebade 2012). According to Ejeba (2009), Igala has 28 consonant (Table 5) and seven vowel phonemes (Table 6).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Phonemic symbol</th>
<th>Orthographic symbol</th>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Phonemic symbol</th>
<th>Orthographic symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ṃ</td>
<td>my</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>g̣</td>
<td>gw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>=root{k}</td>
<td>kp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>ŋ</td>
<td>ny</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>ϳgb</td>
<td>gb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>η</td>
<td>ng</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>η̣</td>
<td>nw</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>ʃf</td>
<td>fy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>py</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>p̣</td>
<td>py</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>ʃt</td>
<td>ch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>dʒ</td>
<td>j</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ḅ</td>
<td>by</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>w</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>ḷ</td>
<td>ly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>ḳ</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Igala consonant phonemes and their orthographic symbols (Adapted from Ejeba 2009: 13–15)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/n</th>
<th>Phonemic symbol</th>
<th>Orthographic symbol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>o</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Igala contrasts three tone heights, H, M, and L (8a–c).

(8) a. rẹ́ ‘close’
    b. rḕ ‘pick’
    c. rè̀ ‘make a drum’

Contour tones in Igala are formed in a way similar to Gwari; L is falling after H (9a–b), while H is rising after L (9c) (cf. Akinkugbe 1978).

(9) a. áchíkù → áchíkû ‘bone’
    b. ógwù → ógwû ‘medicine’
    c. èmí → èmí ‘here’

In addition, Igala has the downstep phenomenon (cf. Ejeba 2009), which affects all the three tones of the language (cf. Adeniyi 2015). As shown in (10a–e) DS in Igala is triggered by both initial and non-initial floating L. But DSH is also triggered by initial and non-initial floating M (10f–g) (cf. Adeniyi 2015). Most of the previous authors on Igala do not recognise DSL. For instance, Ejeba (2009) recognised only DSH. Demonstrating DSL in Igala is however straightforward. Figure 3 below contains the pitch track corresponding to (10e); notice that the inputs to the utterance contain seven L tones, but there are only six in the output. The underlying L that is missing in the output can straightforwardly be said to be that on the /a/ of the input word lè “buy” which simply got deleted along with its host TBU. It is then not a coincidence that the tone immediately following this lost L is 10Hz lower than the one preceding it (Fig.3). Observe further that L tones following this DSL are constrained under the ceiling set by the DSL, which is clear proof that the fourth tone is really DSL.

Also in Fig. 4, which is a representation of (10g), we see the concatenation of M and H resulting in DSH. The proof that this is DSH and not M is simply the fact that at 138 Hz, the H following it is significantly constrained when viewed in the light of the word-initial H realised at 151Hz. In fact, this constrained H is lower than M preceding the DS realised at 141Hz. Likewise, one should ask why the downstepped tone is 11Hz lower than a preceding M if it were to be regarded as M. One does not expect that wide a margin between adjacent similar tones in a three-tone system. These arguments (also illustrated in 10b and f) are consistent with spoken Igala, and are all proof that in the concatenation of MH and LH across word boundaries resulting in the loss of one of the TBU's and one of the tones in Igala, the surviving tone is DSH and not M as popularly believed. Also, LM (10c) and LL (10e) concatenations in the same context yield DSM and DSL respectively. The presence of downstepping in these contexts may fly under the radar of the native speakers’ perception because it really does not affect meaning; it only contributes to the state of being competent.
(10) a. rụ ẹmị → rwẹ’mi
   live here ‘live here’

b. lọ àkọ → lá’kọ
   bite bead ‘bite the bead’

c. tịdọ ụbi ọchụ → tịdọ’byọchụ
   dance behind month ‘dance after this month’

d. ọyákã àkpẹtẹ → ọyákã’kpẹtẹ
   story stool ‘story about stool’

e. òdùdè là ógèdè → òdùdè’lògèdè
   bat buy banana ‘the bat bought banana’

f. chê ágbà → *chágbà
   make basket ‘make a basket’

g. ángẹjẹ kpâ ọnú → ángẹjẹ’kpóńù
   tortoise kill thief ‘the tortoise killed thief’

Figure 3: Pitch track of òdùdè’lògèdè ‘the bat bought banana’ showing DSL and terracing
Figure 4: Pitch track of ọ́ngẹ́jẹ́ *kpónú́ ‘the tortoise killed chief’ showing DSH triggered by M with evidence of terracing

3 Orthographical Misrepresentation of Tones

DS in Ebira, Gwari, and Igala is often misrepresented in the orthography. This misrepresentation usually takes the form of using the symbol of an entirely different tone in place of a downstepped tone. Initial data on these misrepresentations were gathered from published works on the languages (cf. Adive 1989; Hyman & Magaji 1970; Tokula 2008; Ejeba 2009). Following this, literate speakers (trained linguists in the case of Ebira and Igala) were presented with data sets containing DS, but with tone completely unmarked. The speakers were then requested to tone-mark the data orthographically. Instances of non-representation and misrepresentation of DS were then extracted as additional data for this article. A few examples of the misrepresentation are outlined in (11–15). Note that the current representation of DS in the orthographies of the languages is asterisked for reason of representational error; what should be the accurate representation is placed in parenthesis in each example, although a language can choose an exclamation mark or any other viable alternative in place of the superscript down arrow to represent DS. For each example, the inputs to the derivations are supplied to the left of the arrow, not necessarily because they are there from the sources; they are there to allow the reader appreciate the details of the DS misrepresentation.

It should be emphasised at this point that the fact that misrepresentation data were taken from some published works does not imply that those works did not recognise or mark DS at all. For instance, Adive (1989) recognised DS in Ebira, but he also says that DSH is perceptually the same as M, which implies a justification of the misuse of M in place of DSH by some other writers. But I prove otherwise in this work. Also in Gwari, Hyman and Magaji (1970) recognise DSM but regarded it merely as lowered M. Whereas a rising contour is said to be simplified to M in Hyman and Magaji, Adeniyi (2015) argued that it is really simplified to a DSH. In Igala, while previous works clearly recognise DS especially DSH (cf. Tokula 2008; Ejeba 2009 and the references therein), DSM and DSL are not recognised, except in (Adeniyi 2015; 2016). The summary is that extracting some data from published works does not imply

---

3 In the case of Ebira and Igala, the first reaction from the speakers was that tone is rarely marked in the orthographies of their languages.
that the authors of the works do not recognise DS at all; it is only that there is more to DS than is represented in those works.

3.1 DS Misrepresentation in Ebira

It is apparent from examples (11a–c; 12a) that DSH is often written as L for the reason of the totality of DS already mentioned. In (11g) where it is written as M, notice that the following M is then misrepresented as L. This is an apparent corollary of the terracing effect of DS in the language. DSM is also written as L in Ebira (11d–f).

(11) a. rí ̀ ụrá → *rúrà (rather than rú*rà)4
eat pig ‘eat pork’
b. máa ná ówú → *maa nó*wú
I sell thread ‘I sell thread’
c. ọ ná ọyénè → *ọ nóyénè (rather than ọ nó*yénè)
he sell girl ‘he sold the girl’
d. ji ūkārị → *Jükārị (rather than *jükārị)
jump matchet ‘jump the matchet’
e. ĕwụ rí ětā → *ĕwūrētā (rather than ĕwūrē*tā)
ten plus three ‘thirteen’
f. chē ágbà → *chāgbà
make basket ‘make a basket’
g. mé yi ádūpọ → *mé yădūpọ (rather than mé *jádūpọ)
I jump lizard ‘I jumped lizard’

Examples (12a–c) are genitive constructions where association between the nouns in each case is marked by a floating H tonal morpheme. The docking of this floating associative marker (AM) is best illustrated by (12c) where the input words contain no linked H. AM docks rightward and is thus realised on the prefix vowel of the word to its right (V2). This leads to the delinking of the L underlyingly on V2 which then triggers the downstepping of the utterance-final M. But notice that this DSM is written as L in the orthography.

(12) a. ọtá H ̀ ádá → *ọtādà (rather than ọtā*dá)
friend AM father ‘father’s friend’
b. ọnyi H ̀ ọzōgà → *ọnyọzōgà (rather than ọnyọ*zōgà)

4 Adive (1989: 63) rightly represents this as H*H; but then goes on to say that DSH is the same as M. Thus, it is understandable if the practice among writers is not consistent with his DS analysis, but rather follows the perceptual impression.
3.2 DS Misrepresentation in Gwari

The misrepresentation of DS in Gwari is most noticeable in two ways; the downstepping of docked genitive H-tonomorph often erroneously written as M, and the simplification of LH rising contours also often written as M rather than DSH. Data in (13–14) below are taken from Hyman & Magaji (1970), while the argument for the interpretation as DS issues were earlier advanced in Adeniyi (2015). Here, a highlight of the argument will do; genitive relation in Gwari is marked with a floating high tonal morpheme (tomorph) which obligatorily docks to the tone-bearing unit on its right. If the original tone on its eventual host is a non-high tone, then it displaces it. The docking of the H-tonomorph is however guided by information on vowel elision in the sense that it does not dock on any noun prefix that is a candidate of elision; rather it jumps over such prefix and docks directly onto the stem (cf. Adeniyi 2015). When the prefix then gets elided, the now-docked associative marker becomes downstepped, and this is evident in the terracing effect it leaves on the subsequent tones within its tone group. This explains why the tone on *ɓmyá in the output of example (13a) and that on *pá in (13b) is DSH and neither of M and L respectively.

(13) Misrepresentation of DS in genitive constructions in Gwari

a. ɗí H ɗámyá → *ɗíɓmyá (rather than ɗí*ɓmyá)
child AM fish ‘the child’s fish’

b. ọsú H ọpá → *ọsúpá (rather than ọsú*pá)
chief AM skin ‘the chief’s skin’

How the simplification of a falling contour tone results in DS was shown in (7b). In addition, the simplification of the LH rising contour tone also results in DS in Gwari. In such cases, it is observed that the L that originally spreads to a following H to form the contour in the first place often gets deleted. When this happens, the H becomes lowered, which is accurately
termed DS, but often written as M. The rising contour in (14a) diachronically resulted from the spreading of a preceding L; notice that when this L̃H is now followed by gnĭkwó ‘market’ the rise gives way for a level tone. But since the rising tone in this environment never did get to the usual height of H (cf. Hyman & Magaji 1970; Adeniyi 2015), we can safely conclude that the resulting tone is DSH. The clear proof of this is the fact that the M and H following it are realised on levels lower than those preceding it. But the DSH is written as M in the orthography.


a. wô kù bè ‘he/she has come’ → *wôkú bè gnĭkwó (rather than wô kù *bè gnĭkwó) ‘he/she has come to the market’

b. giıywyé ‘money’ → *gyiwyé dá (rather than gyi*wyé dá) ‘possessor of money’

3.3 DS Misrepresentation in Igala

Examples (15a–g) show that DSH is misrepresented as M in Igala. This is easily illustrated by examples (15a–b,d–e,g) which contain no input M; notice that the M surfacing in the outputs of these utterances take the place of input Hs. However, since these underlying Hs whose places are taken by the so-called M were preceded by L in the input, and the Ls are not realised in the output, it becomes clear that what we are dealing with are instances of DSH.

(15) Misrepresentation of DS in Igala

a. ógwú ègwá → *ógwégwá (rather than ógwé*gwá) twenty ten ‘thirty’

b. ègwá élá → *ègwélà (rather than ègwé*lá) ten nine ‘nineteen’

c. ójí hi élá → *ójí hyéłá (rather than ójí *hyéłá) thief cook meat ‘the thief cooked meat’

d. gwé úkpò → *gükpó (rather than *gükpó) wash cloth ‘wash cloth’

e. úkwú ingó → *úkwìngó (rather than úkw*ingó) scent honey ‘scent of honey’

f. úchá ádè → *uchádè (rather than ù*chádè) pot brass ‘pot of brass’

g. úchá ámá kèkè → *uchámá kèkè (rather than ùch*ámá kèkè) pot clay small ‘a small clay pot’

---

5 Examples (15a–b) are taken from Armstrong (1965).
4 Discussion

By far the most notable reason for the misrepresentation of DS in these languages is the stereotype initially held by linguists that DS is a preserve of two-tone systems and that it is incompatible with three-tone systems (cf. Elugbe 1985; Adeniyi 2015). By this, three-tone languages were erroneously described as operating discrete level tone systems, and were so treated to the extent that their tonal orthographies resulted basically from this. This means that the downstep phenomenon flew under the radar during phonological analyses and orthographical development of the languages. This was the reason rather than relate to the inputs to the utterances in (11–15) above, orthography designers simply related to their perception, which resulted in misrepresentation of the tones as well as a total disregard for what could have been a major contribution of DS to tonal orthographies.

From the point of view of perception, one can also identify the need to maximise perceptual distinctiveness as a key reason DS is not accorded a place in the orthographies of these languages. Phonological contrasts are usually well-adapted for communication (cf. Flemming, 2005). In order to achieve this, contrasts among sounds are required to be maximally distinct, which in effect eliminates confusion engendering tendencies (cf. Flemming, 2005). In essence, the perceptibility of a sound is not considered in isolation; it is considered in the light of other sounds that are perceptually close to it (cf. Wright, 2001; Martin & Peperkamp, 2011). Thus, the downstepped form of a tone will be viewed alongside the tone level closest to it (L for DSM and DSH in Ebira, and M for DSH in Gwari and Igala). To take Ebira as a case study, the downstepped tones in (12) above are usually perceived as low tone. But taking cues from the words that serve as inputs to the utterances, it is clear that they are all lowered high and mid tones whose tones have been so reduced in height as to be perceived like a low tone. But if the tone in that position is said to be a low tone, then there will be a disconnect between the outputs of the constructions and their inputs: we will be saying that “the tone on a word in citation changes when it is used in context”. But this is arbitrary and it is more natural to show via downstep that the tone does not just change to low; it is downstepped to that level due to the fact that the context supports the process. However, since contrasting DS with L is not distinct enough, listeners simply “merge” it with the L, and it is this merger that consequent-ly undermines the recognition of the downstep phenomenon in the language. The same can be said of DSH versus M in Gwari and Igala.

These perception-motivated misrepresentations of DS constitute one key element in support of the view that “synchronic variability or diachronic change in sound patterns may be due to listeners’ misperception” (cf. Hume & Johnson, 2001). This is because representing DS as a tone distinct from it (L in Ebira; M in Gwari and Igala) is a case of neutralisation (cf. Martin & Peperkamp, 2011), which is synchronic, but if it is allowed to continue uncorrected, it will diffuse into the speech of future generations of speakers of the languages such that the legacies of the contrast will fade by and by. Indeed, this might actually be happening and manifesting in form of limitations against the consistency of DS in three-tone systems as against its totality in two-tone systems. In a terraced-level two-tone system, DS usually occurs without exemption whereas in three-tone systems, factors such as voicelessness of obstruents,

---

6 By “merge” I mean the neutralisation of the contrast between low tone and downstep in Ebira.
glide-formation, H-tone spreading, vowel height, complex syllable onsets, excitement, and formality of speech exert blocking effects on it (cf. Adeniyi, 2015).

An implication of the foregoing is that perception and communication are two key dictators of contrast-related phonological processes (cf. Hume & Johnson, 2001). As a matter of fact, studies on perceptual cues in contrast maintenance in syllables show that while articulatory factors have their own roles, perception plays significant roles in ensuring that contrast is not lost (cf. Wright, 2001: 258–259). By this is meant that contrast is often enhanced, as against the merger between DS and basic tonemes observed in Ebira, Gwari, and Igala.

Hyman (2001) argues that there is a limit to how phonetics dictates to synchronic phonology. In some sense, arguments presented thus far point in a similar direction, since perception, which has birthed this problem is phonetic. The inference therefore is that perception plays significant roles in tonal phonology, but it has its limits. In the instance where it exceeds its limits, such problems as we have discussed in this article become inevitable.

One is then tempted to ask what exactly is the communicative load borne by DS. DS is not at the level of basic tonemes both in status and distribution; it is not another toneme, hence sacrificing it does not portend grave consequences on the phonology. However, sacrificing DS has its impact on communication as well as the impression of the speaker (Rialland 2001: 319, Adeniyi 2015: 206). This is because competence in these languages cannot be said to have been attained by any speaker who fails to accord DS its place in speech. This is not just the lowering of the downstepped tone but also the consequent terracing effect. This thus underlies the weight of the differences between phonology and phonetics; whereas phonology deals with sounds dissociated from the physical world (cf. Hume & Johnson 2001), phonetics accommodates the physical world, including such things as the impression of the speakers, so to say. Both need to be captured in the phonological grammars of languages.

5 DS and Tonal Orthographies

The discussion and data provided in section 2 made it clear how the orthographies of some three-tone languages become inadequate by not marking tone adequately. Ejeba (oral communication) pointed out about Igala that tone is virtually not marked at all7, and when it is marked the practice is to represent DSH as M, which misses the point. One fact of DSH in Igala as observed by Adeniyi (2015) and Ejeba (oral communication) is that it is only a little higher than M; essentially DSH is closer to M than it is to H in Igala. It is this that informed the perceptual error of writing it as M.

The existing modes of writing the three languages studied in this article violate at least two basic principles or orthography: harmonisation and accuracy. For one, Ebira, Gwari, and Igala all belong to the West Branch of Benue-Congo and are all within the same region. In addition to Yoruba, Nupe, Ghotuo, and Yala (Ikom), they all operate three tone plus DS system (cf. Ejeba 2009; Adeniyi 2013, 2015). But in Ebira, DSH is sometimes written as L and some-

7 This problem is not limited to only three-tone systems; as at 1991, tone was not marked in Urhobo orthography. This, according to Elugbe (1991), had already become enshrined because the language already had an established written tradition.
times as M, while it is outrightly written as M in Igala and Gwari. In the related languages of Yoruba and Nupe, DSH is written as H because its lowering effect is not wide enough to be confused with lower tones. This outlines the disparity in the writing of the same phenomenon in languages that are apparently related.\(^8\)

Accuracy in orthography requires that the orthography must represent the sounds of the language. But the misrepresentation of DS in these three languages is a violation of this principle. It is imperative to note that a good orthography does not only represent faithfully, the significant sounds of the language, it also factors in the derivations/realisations of allophones via orthographic rules, pronunciation rules etc. This is why Seifart (2006: 277) defines an orthography as “a conjunction of a set of graphemes, such as an alphabet, and a set of accompanying rules regulating their use.” In order to improve in this regard, there is the need to revisit the orthographies. By this is meant that DS needs to be recognised in all these three-tone systems of WBC and a unified way of representing it should be worked out.

A step in similar direction was proposed for the Assimilated Low Tone (ALT) in Yoruba by Bamgbose (1967). An ALT is a low tone that continues to exert effects on adjacent tones after it has been deleted itself. According to Bamgbose, ALT was “generally ignored” in grammars of the language, a state that should not be. He proposed a “dot” to be placed just at the position where the low tone has been deleted (Bamgbose 1967:6). Later works on Yoruba tone system have however argued that ALT is itself a form of DS (Adeniyi 2009). The point in all of these is that if ALT needs to be indicated in the orthography, so also is DS which has a more profound effect on the grammar of the language. Interestingly, ALT has also been found in Gwari and Ghotuo, two other three-tone systems of WBC, and for both languages, it has been argued to be a stage in the development of DS. Thus, if ALT deserves a place in orthographies of three-tone systems, DS should not be given less prominence.

6 Conclusion

It has been argued that DS is being misrepresented in the orthographies of Ebira, Gwari and Igala, and this is a logical consequence of misperception owing to the inability of speakers to identify a distinct contrast between it and the basic tonemes to which it is merged in each language. It is then contended that to avoid this mix-up, the DS phenomenon needs to be encoded in the phonological grammars as well as orthographies of these languages. One, the tone to which DS is merged is, many times, not the same as the downstepped tone, and not describing this in the grammar will leave a vacuum in terms of the tonal change (which is neutralisation). Another reason this needs to be included in the grammar is that the global terracing effect resulting from DS will also be unaccounted for once downstep itself is ignored.

This brings us to the question of how necessary it is to reflect DS in orthography. To the native speaker, it may be quite unnecessary because he/she acquired the language informally. But to the non-native who may be interested in learning the language, it is apparent that without also learning these details, his learning will always be fraught with deficiencies. There is yet another dimension to this question worthy of note. Supposing these languages are to be

\(^8\) As a matter of fact, Igala is so close to Yoruba that many tend to see it as a dialect of Yoruba. And there have been a lot of research works comparing Igala with dialects of Yoruba (see Akinkugbe 1976 for instance).
synthesised, the machine is prone to taking the erroneous M of Gwari and Igala as real M, in which case it will ultimately miss the facts of terracing in the languages, even to the extent of categorising following H’s as M’s because they are subject to the ceiling effect. In the case of H’s written as L in Ebira, the machine will also be prone to recognising it as a normal L, in which case the connection with the underlying tone will be lost. The loss of the connection between an underlying tone and an erroneous one taking its place in speech has a further implication for synthesis. It means the machine will have to learn them separately. In this case it will be said that in Ebira àdà and à̀ in ‘father’ and ‘father’s friend’ are not from the same source, but must be seen as different entries for ‘father’ in different contexts, which will itself be in error since we know that it is vowel elision that takes off the prefix vowel and then DS lowers the tone on the stem, but the resultant tone is then erroneously written as a different one. By relating to DS, this sort of errors will automatically be avoided.

This article has highlighted problems that the orthographies of Ebira, Gwari, and Igala are fraught with while arguing for more phonemically accurate orthographies; but whether it will result in orthographical adjustments or not depends on several factors, one of which is how entrenched the current orthographies of the languages concerned are, and how willing the speakers of those languages are to effect and or accept change.
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